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A3STRACT: 

The Navajo and Hopi GXS Project was esfalhhed to RSSCSS the feasibility and impact of 
Implementtng GIS tacnology at Tribal institutions. LOS Alamos and Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratories funded rhc Navajo and Hopi Geographic Information System 
(G.1.S.) Project and assignmi a mentor from LANL to help guide the project for three 
summer months of 1995. The six organizations involved were: LANL, LLNL, Navajo 
Community College, Navajo Nation Land Office , Northern Arizona University and $an 
Juan College. The Navajo Land Office provided the system software, hardware and 
training. Northern Arizona University selected two students to work at Hopi Water 
Resource Department Navajo Community ColIege provided two students and two 
facdty mmbers. San Juan College provided one student to work with the N.C.C. group. 
This made up two project teams which led to two project sites. The project sites are &e 
Water Resource Department on the Hopi reservation and Navajo Community College in 
Shiprock, New Mexico. 

The project’s aim was to give Navajo and Hopi, students, faculty and Tribal staff an 
opportunity to learn G.1.S. and 10 dernonsrrate rbe usefulness of G.1.S. The projects 
objectives were to install a model program for increasing the tribes training,and improve 
the infrastructure; to plan the assessment of the impact of GIS on the Navajo and Hopi 1 
Nations; and to develope an evaluation instrument for the project. Some of the tasks 
were to start the GIS project, document the project, and note the lessons Ieamerd. Other 
tasks were to give College students a chauce for employment and career enhancement and 
to utilize mentors from the tribes, NCC and NAU. 

The data collected consisted of a digitized map of N.C.C. campus, a building lay-out 
drawing, vegetation types around the building, shadow zones taken at three different time 
of the day, watex drip zones and an anxi map. The data were used to run a heat loss 
analysis of the baiiding and to propose xeriscaping for the campus. The results indicated 
that there are three types of plant environment existing around the campus. They are 
delicate, medium and desert. The degree of the dripzone combined with the shaded areas 
detczmined the three environments. The college can utilize the xcriscaping metbod to 
landscape where the desert environment exists because it will require less water and 
maintenance. The heat loss caIculation/anaIysis indicated that there are four types of wail 
condition: “excellent”, “acceptable”, “poor” , and “rotten.” The “rotten” and “poor” 
walls had the most hear loss and require better insulation. They are situated in about 
nineteen places throughout the building. Also, eighty percent of d.le walls and the roof 
are considered poor arc on the outside surface. 

‘I’he plan for documenting the impact of using GIS to acenain its economic utility for the 
Navajo and Hopic tribcs involes the interviewing of the presenr GIS users. The resulrs of 
the interviews would give a picture of the present cost and benefits of GIs and a glimps 
of what the future of GIS will be. It is here assumed that the present Tribal GIs users 
would be the best group to survey. 
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The project evaluation instrument was designcd to find the opinions about the projects 
appropriateness from students and instructors. Questions about the time of the year, 
effectiveness of instruction, tours, and training are asked. In addition, there are open 
ended questions about the future of GIS to the Navajo Nation. The project participants 
would like to see an earlier training of students and instructors and the avaiIabiiity of 
ARCVEW software during the project. 

P, 08 

TASK 1.0 Install a model Drogram to movide the mechanism for incrcasine the Tribes’ 
capabilities. training. technolow transfer. student uarticimtion, research and socio- 
economic infrastructure development. 

Navajo Profect 

BACKGROUND: 

Navajo Community College is located on the Navajo Indian reservation in Shiprock, New 
Mexico in northwestern New Mexico. The Navajo resemtion covers three states, New 
Mexico, Arizona and Utah. N.C.C. was established to meet the educational n d  of the 
Navajo people. The mission of the college is to prepare students for careers and furrher 
studies; promote and perpetuate Navajo language and culture; and IO provide community 
services and research. 

- 

The purpose of the G.I.S. project is to introduce G.1.S. technoIogy and provide hands-on 
applications to young Native American college science students; develop dam to be 
utilized by the Navajo Nation; and build G.I.S. capabilities of both tribes (Navajo and 
Hopi) through staff training, equipment and t e c h i d  assistance. To accomplish these 
goals, the coiIege is assisted by various organizations such as Los A m o s  (LANL) and 
Lawrence Livermare (LLNL) National Laboratory. The laboratories provide their 
expertise in various technical areas. For this project, LANL provided a mentor. The 
project’s task are identified with a min the text. 

The N.C.C. tcam consisted of two faculty ~neinbcrs, Doug Isely and Rose Grey, and three 
students, Rufus YaZtie, Craig Peter and Byron Aaspas. Doug Isely is faculty member at 
the college responsible for Computer Science. Rose Grey is a full time employee at the 
City of Fannington, New Mexico. She took three months leave to assist the college with 
the project. She also teaches technical drafting at the college utilizing AutuCAD 
sohware. Rufus Yazzie is a former N.C.C. student and going IO be a senior majoring in 
Mechanical Engineering and Physics at the University of New Mexico. Craig Peter is a 
N.C.C. student transfening to Arizona State University. Craig will be a junior and 
majoring in Mathematics. Byron Aspaas was a student at San Juan CoHege majoring in 
Electrical Engineering. He will be transfeming to New Mexico State University as a 
sophomore. 
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-System Hat dware and Software Installation 

The system hardware were loaned to the college by the Navajo Nation Land Department. 
and was set up by them. Jonah Begay assisted the team with his ARCANFO expertise. 
He was granted permission by the publisher to use ARC/INFO manuals. Jonah 
conducted the training for one week. Jeff Weinrach, a Staff member at L&, is the 
mentor. Jeff set up an orientation with the G.1.S. group at LANL to visit and plan the 
project with the group. The touring of the map production room gave a good picture of 
what G.1.S. can do. The group also work with a more user-friendly soitware, ARCVIEW, 
being use by the Laboratory. 

The project will eventudly demonstrate the skills of young Native Americans to their 
tribe and facilitate an exchange of information about G.I.S. and its uses. N.C.C. can 
fulfr31 the role of enhancing their communit)l development by being a resource center. 
N.C.C. in conjunction with LA?SL and LLNL will be providing a valuable service IO the 
Navajo Nation and other Indian nations. 

INTRODUCTION: 
- .  

The Geographic Momation Systems is a powerful data base system for managing 
spaciazly related data. G.I.S. can be used as a decision-makhg and tracking tmL It can 
consist of layers such as land-use, utility lines, roads and political boundaries. Data can 
be spatial and non-spatial. Spatial data are actual, physical points or lines on earth such 
as roads or power poles. The non-spatial data are attributes, description of spatial, point 
data such as population, culture, soil type, or age. Data can also be in vector or raster 
form Vector is a line type data like roads, contour lines or sewerline. Raster is an image 
like a photograph or an acrid photograph where each point is defmed and which can be 
used as a background There are various software packages which implement G.I.S. 
capabilities. Examples are IDRISI, GRASS, ATLAS, ARCCAD and ARCIINFO. The 
software can be i;lterfaced with each other. For example an AuroCAD drawing can be 
imported into a GLS. software. AutoCAD is a campurer aided design software. Anorher 
method of obtaining data for transfer to G.1.S. is through the use of the GIobal Positioning 
System (G.P.S.). G_P.S- is a system used to show your exact location OR earth. G.P.S. 

. receives signds from the 24 satellites in orbit. From these signds a known coordinates 
on earth arc obtained- The CaRh is sectioned into a numbered grid systems similar to a 
Cartesian coordinate system. Universal Transversal Mercador and State Plane are the two 
main'coordinates used. AR-0, version 6.1 was used in the project. ARC/INFO is 
published by the Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc. located in Redlands, 
California ARCANFO is a command driven software. Two weeks of training in using 
ARc/INFO was provided by the Navajo Nation Land Department. There are three 
modules rhat were introduced; arc, arcedit and arcplot. Arc is the main program 
environment and starts each modules. Arc has the'capabilities to manipulate and manage 
data and the workspace. Arcedit allows you to edit your coveraEe by chq& moy&, 
adding or deleting features and adding annotations. Coverage is the current drawing 
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displayed on. the graphic device. Digitizing can also be done in arcedit. Digitizing is a 
process where a line is meed and transferred to a workstation in digital form. Arcplot is 
the output module supportcd by the query and cartographic production. Map elements 
such as the n m h  arrow, key legends, scale bats and neat lines can be positioned and 
scaled to produce the most appropriate prcsentation. These presentations can be 
generated on computer monitors referred to as workstations. The DEC workstarions 
manufactured by Digital Corporations were used in the project. The workstation was 
programmed with the UNIX computer operating system. Two more Tektronix 4207 
terminals were hookcd to the DEC workstation. There were two more hardware units 
connnected up to the workstation: the CALCOMP 9 100 digitizing tabIe and CALCOMP 
1023 pen plotter. This plotter can only draw vector data. 

G.LS. involves h e  six steps to canyout a project; 1.) Identify the problem 2). Data 
Acquisition 3.) Preprocess thc data 4.) Data management 5.) Manipulation and Analysis 
and 6.) Production and Output These six steps were closeiy followed throughout the 
NCC-Navajo project. 

METHODS. MATEULS AND ANALYSIS: 

The project started with the students and instructors having very litrIe knowledge of 
AR-0 and UMX computer operating system. The project definition and data 
identification was done initidfly and the AutoCAD drawing was started. The ARC/INFO 
training was conducted durbg the rhird week and it brought the group up to a starting 
level with the software. The students then started the data collection for the vegetation, 
shadow areas and drip zones. The polygons for these data were then constructed and 
dwed up. At this stage, the instructors had fide time working with the software. The 
INFO part ~eeded more retraining and the instructors had to retrained the students. The 
students did not initially understand the difference between the polygons and thc 
attributes. But by the end of the project, the students overcame this deficiency. A copy of 
the ARCINFO command summary developed by the faculty for the students is included 
in the appendix. 

*Lessons Learned 

The other aspect of the training process are: 
1.) The completion of this project was done only with the insistance of the 

2.) The students became comfortable with the software about three fourths way of 

3.) The'G.P.S. data was late and it was not used fonnally but just for a reference. 

instructors. 

the project. 

5 
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The project sequence puts data acquisition near thc start of rhc project. 

DIGITIZING 

Digitizing represents one of the newest generation of high performance graphic input 
method. By placing a drawing or sketch on the surface of a digitizer tablet and tracing 
over it, one can easily convert spatial features on a map into accurate digital format. To 
capture the spatial data, a cursor is used and its position is sensed by the digitizer tablet. 
This tablet consists of a fine wire grid embedded in ihe surface that can receive 
information from the cursor and process this information to digital format to a computer 
work station. 

The steps needed to begin digitizing a map or coverage wili be listed in order to 
successfully begin digitizing: 

1. Place a mylar overlay or a quadrangle map containing data on 

2. Initialize rhe terminal along with the digitizir. 
3. Start up the digitizing software. 
4. Enter &e command 

=:ads filename 
Here, ads is the abbreviation for arc digitizing system command, 
and the argument is the filename for the coverage to be digitized. 

6. At least four tic-id’s need to be digitized on the coverage so 
that the coverage can be registered to a coordinate system. 

7. A coverage extent or boundary must be defined, slightly 
larger than the data to be digitized. 

8. The coverage extent contains the minimum and maximum 
coordinates for all coverage features. 

the digitizing table. 

Upon the conclusion of these steps one can start to digitize a coverage. 

Our initial procedure to begin working on digitizing, was through a training session. This 
training session was instructed by Jonah Begay of the Navajo Nation Land Department 
from Window Rock, Arizona. To practice digitizing a photo model of the Shiprock 
mountain was pIaced on the digitizing tablet. Digitizing the mountain was fairly easy, so 
another coverage was built so that it would contain the San Juan River and the major 
highways entering and exiting Shiprock, New Mexico. Digitizing was easy to 
comprehend once the knowledge of what co do was put into practice. 

The steps that were taken to begin digitizing, were needed so that a map could be 
digitized to be used as a base map for a project. The college campus map was chosen for 
the base map. The map was then digitized with all of its environment such as trees, 
power poles, sidewafks and prairie dog holes. 

6 
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Digitizing is one way to get spatial data into the computer. Scanning and digital image 
files can also be used for image input. Though the process of digitizing is not error proof, 
the use of mylar maps and an experienced digitizer reduces the error. 

GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (G.P.8) 

G.P.S., Global Positioning System, is dtfrned as a network of radio emitting satellites 
deployed by the US. Department of Defense. G.P.S. was developed only to meet those 
needs of the Department of Defense but many new uses are constantly being found. As 
for ground-based G.P.S. receivers, they can be used automatically to derive accurate 
surface coordinates for all kinds of G.I.S. mapping and surveying data collection. 

It is the only system today able to show the exact positioning on the Earth anywhere, in 
any weather, at anytime. G.P.S. works with 24 satellites which are located 1 1 ,OOO d e s  
in tfie orbit, The satellites transmit signals that can be detected by anyone with a receiver. 
The system works in a triangulation method. It is able to find the angle between each 
satellite and receiver, defining the point at which the receiver is stationed on earth. There 
are two main components of G.P.S.; the receiver and rhe ground stations. The receiver 
can be hand canied or install on vehicles. They are veiy similar to hand held dculators. c 

There are a total of five stations that make sure the satellites are working properly, which 
are based around the world. The main station is at the Falcon Air Force Base in Colorado 
Springs, Colorado. The srations also have the ability to track and monitor the satellites in 
the orbit. 

G.P.S. has rnany used in today’s society. It proves to be a valuable possession during 
drastic times. The military have put great use in the G.P.S. system. Without its reliability 
of the navigation system, the U.S. troops could not perfomed the maneuvers of 
Operation Desert Storm. More than 9,OOO receivers were put to use and piaced on many 
sofdiers, vehicles, helicopters and airc&. Navy ships maneuvered around mines and 
successfidly landing aircraft on board. G.P.S. has been cumtIy put to use in today’s 
civilization. It heIps to save lives by helping emergency medical senices directing 
emergency vehicles through the quickest way as possible routes. 

G.P.S. was introduced to us by Mr. John Mulligan of the Navajo Tribal Utility Authoricy 
(N.T.U.A). We were given the oppormnity to perfom a hands on application of their 
G.P.S. equipment. A temporary ground station was erected on an exisring control points 
with known coordinates. The ground stations was used for a reference point. Using the 
receiver with an antenna, readings were taken on the out-skirts of the building. This data 
was used for georeference of rhe building. The raw data from rhe receiver was then 
decoded and imported into the AutoCAD software. The AutoCAD version was imported 
into the workstation in a binary format. The points were then overlaid with the digitized 
feature of the buiIding. The digitized building was only off five feet northwesterly. 
The Hopi project site made extensive use of GPS for det&ne the location of water 
sites. See the appendix. 

7 
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Vegetation around the campus played a vitd role in the GLS. project. A survey of the 
campus was taken so that we could get an idea of what types of vegetation exists. 
Specific areas around the campus were measured to help with vegetation identification. 
The sole purpose of vegetation identification was to determine what areas would be best 
suited for growing xeriscaping plant. 

A plan needed to be implemented in our procedure for plant identification. A buffer zone 
of about twenty five feet was measured around the campus so that an appropriate distance 
was laid out. A ground check of the campus was taken, so that we could determine 
specific areas where vegetation existed and where the greatest mount of vegetation grew. 
A distance of about five feet away from the campus budding was the area where the most 
healthy vegeration grew. Randy Coronet of the Bureau of Indian Affairs(B1A) Land 
Operations also made a ground check to determine what vegeration he could identify. 
Samples of Vegetation that &as not identified, was taken to Ken Heil of San Juan College 
in Farminson, New Mexico, so that he could dso help in identifying the remaining 
plants. A list of the vcgetation around the Shiprock Campus is charted below: 

1.GIobe Mallow 
2.Russian Thisde 
3.Kochia 
4.Russian Olive 
5-Alfalfa 
6.fIantain 
7Sweet Clover 
8.Vk.ginia Creeper 
9.Dandeiion 
10.Tumble Mustard 

11.Wheatgrass 
12.Grass 
13.Dead Grass 
14.Thnothy Grass 
15.Wild LRttuce 
16.Bullheads 
17.Goatheads 
l8.Knotweed 
19.Burrobush 
20.Locust Tree 

2 1 .Cottonwood Tree 
22.Apple Tree 
23.Qlinese Elm Tree 
24.8luespruce Tree 
2 S J u n i ~  Tree 
26.Singleleaf Tree 
2 7 . M a I ~ n u s  Tree 
28.Hollyhock 
29.Summer Cyprus 
30.A uknown type of pncQ 
bush 

A thorough ground check around the building, was then taken to map out polygons which 
contained vegetation. See Figure 1 For example, on the north side of the building, three 
polygons were mapped out with their dimensions and what types of vegetauon existed in 
those polygons. For example. in the polygon which was next to the building and 
extended to 18’ away from the building, a layer of mixed vegetation existed. For the next 
polygon which was another 3’ from &e first polygon, a layer of Russian Thistle existed. 
And for the third polygon which extended another 9 feet from the second polygon, a 
layer of barren ground existed. PoIygons such as these were mapped out for che whole 
campus and charted down in our log books. The polygons were sampled by selecting an 
area of 1m x lrn was from the vegetated @ygORS. These small areas were to be a 
representation of the vegetated polygons. An estimate of the percent of the each type of 
vegetation existing in the Irn x 1rn area was charted and recorded in the log books. For 

8 
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exam& in polygon 1 mentioned above, a sample of an area was studied and a count of 
the vegetation existing was recorded. In that sample, we found that 70% was barren, 9% 
was grass, 7% was dead grass, 7% was Tumble Mustard, 5% was Russian Thistle, 1% 
was Bullheads, and another 1% was Summer Cyprus. Samples such as these were taken 
h m  each of the vegetated poiygons surrounding the campus and recorded. 

Third polygon with mostIy barren ground. I 
t I 

Second Polygon wiRUssian Thistle 1 
IFinf Polygon w/Broad lcafed ~lantp J 

Figure I 

To complete the vegetation identification and popuIation count, we found and rdized 
that it was necessary to input the polygons of the vegetated areas into a coverage. The 
new coverage POLYVEG, needed to include the campus and the surrounding vegetated 
polygons. This was made possible by using the put command, which enables you to put 
Cerrain features into a new coverage. The put command was used to add the digitized 
campus to the POLYVEG cowrage- W e  used the previous digitized campus because it 
had real world coordinates, Universal Transverse Mercador (UTM’s). After the campus 
building was put into the POLYVEG coverage, we used the command, copy parallel, 
which copied an arc and put that arc parallel to an existing campus wall. The different 
sections of the campus were split so rhat the vegetated polygons could be created. From 
there on, one could f h h  buiiding the vegetated poiygons from the pardd arc. Another 
coverage was created, but it had the small polygons of samples that represented each of 
the pupdated vegctattd areas. These areas were d i g i b d  on rhe digitizing table and the 
put command was dso used to put the campus building on the sample coverage. The 
sample coverage created was called NCCVEGUTM, which contained the sample 
polygons surrounding the campus. 

Attributes were needed for &e coverage’s so that the vegetation could be ~abeled. This 
was done in the polygon attribute tables {poIyve~.par) in the infomatjQn la&, nc 
vegetated polygons and the sample polygons were ail given id’s so that a list of what 

9 
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vegetation existed could be recorded. We correlated the sampies and vegetated polygons, 
and added the sample information to the polygon attribute table. We used the command 
joinitem to add the sample attribute data to the vegetated polygons attributes. 
The result of the vegetated study, shows that most of the vegetated polygons had a 
dominant plant type of dead grass or banen. Because of the dominance of dead grass and 
barren, xeriscaping will be proposed. This xeriscaping can be implemented without 
much maintenance. 

DRIP ZONES AND SHADED ZONES 

Measurements were taken of both the drip zones and shaded areas because it was 
believed that both characteristics had a major influence and effect on how the vegetation 
grew around the vicinity of the budding. The data that was gathered for the shaded 
coverage were collected at the following times: 

TIME 
10:00, A.M. 
1:OO P.M. 
4:oo P.M. 

NAME OF COVERAGE9S 
AMsm 
HIGHSHD 
P M S m  - .  

By using a 50 ft measuring tape measurements were taken where shaded rcgion existed. 
Mer each measurement was taken, a HewIett Packard 48 calcufator was used to convert 
out measurements fmm feet to meters. By using the put command we wexe able to use 
the coverage NCCUTM to make a copy of the building. Next, we used the copy pardel 
command in Arc/lnfo, where we were able to make the lines parallel with the sides of the 
building. A.U the shade coverage's induding the AMSHD, MGHSHD, AND PMSHD 
were cornpifed and aansfonned into UTMs (Universal 'basverse Mercador). 

The drip zones contained a large percentage of living vegetation around the building. The 
measurement were taken on the outskirts of the building and categorized into four levels. 

DRIP LEVELS 
LEVEL ZERO: no drip action 
LEVEL ONE; some drip action 
LEVEL TWO; moderate drip action 
LEVEL THREE; excessive drip action 

to 

These measurements were soon compiled onto the POLYVEG coverage, then the 
measurements were once again converted into UTM's. By using &e copy parallel 
command we were once again able to make parallel lines of the building. The process of 
using clean and build, produced the polygons hat  enabfed us to shade $& P Q ~ Y ~ Q ~ ~ S  
needed After the polygons were completed, the shading was &en able to be processed 
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into the computer of the different levels. To create a find coverage, using the put 
command to put AMSHD, HfGHSHD, and PMSHD, we were able to put all rhree into 
one coverage, NCCBLDG. 

ANALYSIS: 

By taking all four Ievel of drip zones and three levels of shade zones, we compiled the 
certain drip zones with the certain shade zones. Thus, creating new coverage's of; 

a DELICATE 
b. MEDIUM 
c. DESERT 

Each new coverage confirmed the existing areas of both the good and bad vegetated 
arcas. To makt the delicate coverage, we took highshd (1:OO p.m. shadows) and 
highdrip (level 3)' then applied the intersect command. This command enabIed us to 
intersect both coverage's, creating polygons chat overlapped with one mother. This new 
average confirmed that the broad-Ieaved plants grew best on the northem sides of Lhe 
buiiding and where drippage was high. This effect is & o m  in Figure 2 

- 

Following the same procedures for rnedshd (both pmshd and Rmhd) and meddrip 
(lev& I & 2). We created medium, confkned areas of where m w  leaf types of 
plants grew such as grass. By using the erase command, we subtracted the total shade 
and drip areas from the total campus study area. Thus, creatingthe-desert environment. 
Showing environments around the building of where desert plants grew the most. See 
Figure 3. The delicate and dessert coverages, in Figures 2 and 3,are the xeriscaping 
products of this projects. 

HEAT LOSS CALCULATION 

The floor plan of the building was obtained from a recent blueprint which was reproduced 
in AutoCAD software drawing using one of N.C.C's GATEWAY 2000 PS-60 personal 
computer. "he AutoCAD drawing was first put into binary form then exported by using a 
DXFOUT command within AutoCAD. While the drawing was in binary form the 
AutoCAD drawing was imported to the DEC workstation to be decoded by ARC/INFO. 
The fiIe was then transferred to the appropriate directory where it could be modified. 
Modifications of the fJ oor plans were mitde and attributes were added using ARCIINFO 
commands. Each major type of wall was drawn from a side section view, so the materids 
and its dimension and properties could be noted. As result, the information obtained on 
the exterior walls is used to determine the heat loss of the building. The heat transfer 
equation used is: 

2 i 
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where It and m are integers 1 for inside and, 2 for outside; q is heat transfer rate; A is 
area; AT is the change in temperature; k is thermal conductivity; t is material thickness; j 
is the number of layers of wall materials and h is thermal convective coeffkient The 
thermal convective coefficients were h, z 4.5 for the outside wall and ha E 2.0 for the 
inside wall. The length ( I )  of the walls were converted to fect and; wall height (h), heat 
transfer rate per area (@A) for a cold day and mild winter day were input into the arc 
attribute table (at )  fde. Then using arcedit commands, arcedit is a subdirectory which 
attributes couId be added and manipulated, within the arc program the 4 values were 
calculated from aat or atvibute fiIe. The walls were rhen categorrized into four major 
p u p s  and were color coded as shown below. 

Wall Rating: alA @TU / hr * ftA2) Color 

exceUent O.Oo0 - 3.000 . .blue 

acceptable 3.000 - 6.000 green 

Poor 

rotten 

6.000 - 9.OOO red 

9.OOO - greater black 

The materials in the roof were consistent and a typical section view of the roof is as 
shown below: 

ANAiYSIS: 
T& represents the temperature inside the building and TC the temperature outside. The 
cold winter day temperatures were estimated to be Th = 70°F and TC = 2OoF, and the mild 
winter day temperatures were estimated TJI = 75°F and TC = 40°F with wind velocity of 
10 mi h. The heat loss results of the four major walls are shown in the following tables: 

excelIenr 9,400 

acttpublt 10.100 

18,800 

37.000 

26,800 

5zm 

12 
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poor . 35,000 273,300 390,400 

rotten 17.300 179,500 256300 

The heat 10s through the roof of the building is shown below: 

:Wall Ratinn Area ffP2) a- mild winter day CBTU/hr\ a- cold winter dsv (T3TU hr)  

Poor 110,300 602,500 1,587,300 

The total q out of the NCC building were estimated from the walls and roof is: 

Totat 182,100 1,111,100 2,313,900 

13 

The results of the heat loss shows that the building is inefficient. A ryPical six inch wall 
with fiberglass insulation has q/A = 2.4 where the majority of rhe building has a heat loss 1- 
much more than 2.4 BTU/ftA2. The heat loss results show that over two million BTU 
per hour is lost on a cold day with sixty eight percent of the heat lost through the roof. 
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INTRODUCTION 

SUMMARY 

=?ow 8te the main p d u r e s  for conducting this p+t, which has failen into thne raai~ phases: 

Phase 1: Identification of water and contamination sources 

Phase 2: Entry &Data into Compuat 
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P, 19 .. 4 

, while mod sites have k a  identiKed, there areM a few open duxup silts which havc not been mwtded. 
All shes on HCrpi Panitiancd Land h - e  bcca identified and m r d d  

We bave stand entry of data into rhc computers wing VTAI logo. Ikt sctfba~e progarn can provide 
dimatsions of the site as well as surrounding geologic fonnationr This ptogram shouid be h e l m  in 
determining which layus of d s t o o f t g  are more .iutrerable to sotpage which may contribute to water 
contamination. 

CIS 

Tlu's phase ha9 Jso praasded slowly due to the slow entry of data and a lack of knowiedge of GIs. 

CONCLUSION 

Another main task was to get the lower viflagc of M w p i  back infa c o m p h a  Wirh the EPA due io 
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TASK 2.0 Provide a plan for documenting the imDact of using GIs  in a practical 
%I5 

T z e  

. .. 

The cunent users of GfS are the Navajo Larid Office, the Navajo-Hopi 
Commission, the Navajo Forestry Department and the Navajo Water 
Resources Department. Another agency, the Hopi Water Resource 
Department shouId also be included because the Hopi GIs project gave 
them some data this summer. 

The users of GIs should be interviewed and asked &e following questions: 
1. How iong have you used GIS. 
2. List the project your department has completed since you have 

3. Have using GIs on these projects enabled : 
been here. 

a Better Planning, 
b. Job opportunities. 
c. Student Job Opportunities. 
d. Career enhancement. 
e. Student Career enhancement. 

a. What amount. 
b. Amount due to cost of equipment. 
c. More efficient planning process. 
d. Contracts with orher agencies. 

4. Has the use of GIs had an economic impact on tht tribe. 

5. Open ended questions on the future of GIs with the tribe, and the future 
opportunities with GIs. 

Upon the completion of this task the data should be checked for accuracy 
and the dollars should be checked for overlap. Then an average response 
and a total jobs, career enhancement, and money saved would be made- 

TSK 3.0 Develop and Drovide an evaluation instrument to measure the SZICC~SS of 
the Dro.iect 

The project evaluation instrument was designed to find the students, mcntors and 
instIuctors o@ions abut the projects appropriateness. Mentors will use the insvuctor 
questionndre. Questions about the time of the year, effectiveness of insvuction, tours to 
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GIs experts, and mining are asked. In addition , open ended questions about the fucurc of 
GIs to the Navajo Nation is asked. The evaluation instrument is in the Appendix. 

The specific areas of questions was determined by the need to improve a future project. 
Thus questions of the timing of the project and the training sessions were asked. The 
quality of instruction was also asked to give the instructors feedback. 

&Mentors 

The Hopi project utilized a mentor from NAU but the Navajo project having two 
instructors had less need of a mentor for the students. LAM, did provide a mentor in Jeff 
Weinrich to the NCC project in Shiprock. 

In conclusion, the project’s aim to give Navajo and Hopi students an opponunity to 
utilize G.1.S. and to show the usefulness of G.1.S was successful. The joint finding by 
LANL and LLSISL with Navajo Nation Land Department accommodating their system 
6ardwaic, ARCANFO software, and ?raining showed that cooperation among various 
agencies can yield productive results. N.T.U.A. assistance with a brief use and training - 
of Global Positioning System shows promise for future projects. The research projcct - 
sits were at Navajo Comrnu~ry College - Shiprock Campus aad Hopi Indian 
resenration. .The focus of the Navajo project was vegetation and wildlife type, heat loss 
ofthe building, and an economical landscaping surrounding the campus building. The 
group discovered chat it was convenient and important to have a singie database to 
perform she heat loss andysis of NCC building. Furthemore, GIs is a single and 
powerfuf dambase that can perform daily management and proposed projects such as 
environmental cleanups. 

Some of the recommendatioris the group proposed are that if any improvements are going 
be done to the building insulation should be added to the roof. The training schedulc 
.should have the software (ARUDIFO) training in the fmt week and have some addirional 
training about halfway through- The ARCVIEW software should been available during 
the project- 

One rnt8su~e of the success of the project is the interest shown by the members of rhe 
Shiprock community. Interest was shown by Shiprock Planning Commission, Navajo 
Agriculture Ekpartmtnt, NCC Environmental Department and Navajo Tribal Utility 
Authority. These interests indicates chat G.I.S. should remain and continue at NCC. 

I6 
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APPENDIX 

GIs STUDENT EVALUATION INSTRUMENT 
Areas of inquiry: 

IIUIIUlNG 
The training was Thorough. 
'Ihe Training was o f f d  at rhe correct time of the year. 

Student Work 
The students had enough work to do. 
The work was challenging. 

Education . ?he students Iearned a grtar amount 
?he learning was in a needed ana 
The Paining session by GIs experts outside the project was helpful. 

Pay 
The student pay was sufiicient 

b s t h  
The length of the mining @od was not too long. 

Tours 
The tours were uscfuI. 

Administration 
The administration of the project was heIpful. . 

Insauctort 
The instmctots were knowiedgeable abut GIS 

The ihsauaors were cfftclive reachers. 

Future 
What should be done in fume projects. 

Pa 26 

Comment on the future of GIS for the Navajo Nation. 

20 
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Instructor Mentor Evaluation Instrument 

Answer each question by choosing one of the choices such as Strongly Agree, Svongly Disagree or 
Somewhat Agree etc. Check off an answer box to the right of rhc question. 

Strongly Somewhat No Opinion Somewhat Strongly 
As= Agree Disagree 

Your teaching was Thomugh. 0 U c1 U b 

Ihc Training was offered at the D 0 0 U 0 

The students had enough work a 0 U D U 

? 

cum time of ihe year, 

to do. 

The teaching was challenging. I3 d 0 U 0 

The studen& learned a great mount 0 13 a U 0 

The teaching was in a needed area. 0 0 U I3 U 

The training session by GIS experts d 0 0 U 0 

me insmctor pay was sufficient a L3 b 0 0 

outside the project was helpful. 

T6a length of Lhc training period was I7 U 
not too long. 

n e  tdllls w u t  useful. 0 U 

~he'administration of tht project 0 0 
' washdpM 

The students kame knowledgeabIe d a 
about GIs 

c1 

0 

b 

a lY 

. What should be done in fixturc projects. 

P, 27 

C .  

Comment on the future of GIs for the Tribal Nations. 

21 
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Student Evaluation instrument 

Answer each question by choosing one of the choices such as Strongly Agree, StrvngIy Disagrcc or 
Somewhat Agree ex .  Check off a box to the right of the question. 

Strongly Somewhat No Opinion Somewhat Strongly 
Agree A@= Disagree 

ne mining was Thorough. 

The Training was offered at the 
CQKW timC Of thC year 

b D 

0 

0 0 0 

a U a 0 

The students had enough work 
to do. 

0 0 b tf ci 

0 

0 

0 

0 

D 

cl 
a 
cl 

?he work was chalknging. U 

'Iht students iearned a great amount d 0 

?he learning was in a needed area. Cl 0 

The mining session by GIs experts 0 d 
outside the project was hefpfid. 

0 

U 

0 

0 

ThC student pay was sufficient. D 0 I3 

0 0 The length efthe naining period was 
not too long. 

CI 

0 tl U 17 ?hetours were useful. 

U a 

0 

The administration of the project 
was helpful. 

0 

The insrmcrors we-re knowledgeable U 
about CIS 

13 

0 D The instructors were effective teachers. c3 U 0 

what should be done in future projects. 

Comment on &e future of GIs for the Navajo Nation. 

22 
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